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About This Game

Call of Duty®: Black Ops for the Mac will take you behind enemy lines as a member of an elite special forces unit engaging in
covert warfare, classified operations, and explosive conflicts across the globe. With access to exclusive weaponry and

equipment, your actions will tip the balance during the most dangerous time period mankind has ever known.

The Mac version of Call of Duty®: Black Ops includes the First Strike DLC for free, giving you 5 incredibly diverse maps
spanning the globe, including 4 new multiplayer maps and a chilling new Zombie experience!

Key Features:

Cinematic Single Player Campaign: An epic campaign and story that takes you to a variety of locations and conflicts all
over the world where you will play as an elite Black Ops soldier in deniable operations where if you are caught, captured
or killed, your country will disavow all knowledge of your existence.

Signature Multiplayer: Call of Duty’s signature multiplayer gameplay returns with new perks and killstreaks, deeper
levels of character and weapon customization, and all new modes including:

Wager Matches: One in the Chamber, Gun Game, Sticks and Stones, Sharpshooter

Combat Training: Test your skill against AI enemy players

Zombies!: Fan favorite Zombie mode is back providing endless hours of Zombie-slaying entertainment, solo or Co-Op
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Unified Mac-to-Mac Multiplayer Experience - Multiplayer works with Call of Duty: Black Ops for the Mac only,
including Steam, Mac App Store, retail and other digital outlets.
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Title: Call of Duty: Black Ops - Mac Edition
Genre: Action
Developer:
Aspyr
Publisher:
Aspyr
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2012
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English,German,French,Italian
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I bought this when I owned a Macbook Pro 2010.
I play on PC now so I cannot play this.
I bought the game again for PC.
10/10 Will buy again.. Love playing zombies wish there were more people though 9/10. Would not recommend for zombies, the
servers are terrible, hardly anyone plays and i bought the black ops dlc bundle and shangri la is missing. I have reinstalled and
everything and it still won't appear, wasted £30. I would have been better of buying all dlc on ps3 sure it would cost more but at
least more people play it and the servers are much better. If you want this game for campaign and multiplayer than you might
like it, but for zombies its just terrible.. i buy it for nostalgia,but wtf u cant play zombie offline!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
WTF. We cant play with people on windows.There is barely anyone playing zombies online.The servers always ban me for using
something i like.
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Has some of the worst controls of any PC shooter I've played, the sensitivity is completely broken, the graphics are god awful
even on high settings, and on top of that the multiplayer is a goddamn ghost town! Don't waste your time or money on this! I'm
going to attempt to get a refund.. its a good game and all but i wouldn't waste any money on this game. The games old maybe
2005 or older barely any players play on zombies or multi player. We have to agree this game was fun when it was first
introduced but now its 2019 and more funnier games are out. RIP black ops 1. Kept crashing! Only managed to play for 6 hours.
Fix this please. I have mac version but cnt play on windows srsly m8. looking fo people to play zombies on classic maps or
regular kino i dont have all dlc tho add me enderbeast26. I LUV BLAKEPS MEC EDITION
ITS FUN PLEYING WIT MY ASPYR FRIENDS
SO MANY PEEPUL PLEY THIS GAEM
I CAN THINK OF JUST OVER 2 SERVERS THAT PEEPUL ACTUALLY PLEY ON!!!!!1!
I WOOD RECUMMEND THIS GAEM TO ANYONE WIT A MEC. i r8 8 out of 8
. The game is a cheap version of the real game instead of just copy/pasting the game they just made it eaven more terrible
i can never find a game and the only 2 Conection points are appstore and steam witch aperantly no one buys here
you can see really game breaking glitches like in Acention monkeys sometimes glitch out and you never see them and you
infinatley stuck in the same round it happend to me 2 times and also sometimes zombies turn invisible in multiplayer you coud
say it's lagg but me and the (only person i found) had 280 to 260 ping, the screen is cut, you cant inprove your graphics?? only
Full screen and lighting the game makes it imposible to eaven socialize with the only peapole you meat eaver because there is no
support from mic or character speach commands. it annoys me how no one is caring about Pc gaming the only games that i
played that are equal or better on the pc than in console are Minecraft (not on steam) Fallout 3 and new vegas also skyrim
and also the only thing that this game did right is that it atleast cared about the Mac community and it reduced the cuality
anyway i have black ops in pc mac xbox and ps3 and this is what i get... i whas a very big fan now i am highley disapointed
you need to fix this trearch specialy now that your loosing fans for doing the same crap every year my rating 45/100
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